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AIR FREIGHT

SEA FREIGHT 

TRANSPORTATION & DISTRIBUTION

CUSTOM BROKERAGE

BREAKBULK 

PROJECTS



Our fruitful relationship with global airline
partnerships aims to offer the lowest - price, transit
time, fixed allocations, and lift capacity of carriers in

each major trade lane and their ability to add
efficiency to our client's supply chain management.

We also help our customers save large amounts of
freight by proper guidance, procedures,

consolidation, groupage, chartering, etc. Stevin
Express – Freight has adequate warehousing

facilities for their air cargo too.

AIR FREIGHT



SEA FREIGHT
Our experienced Team Members are trained to guide you

through the complexities of international shipping. We
offer tailored programs to meet our clients' full container

load (FCL) and less than container load (LCL)
requirements and transportation cost objectives.

Our services include flexible shipment tracking, purchase
order management, and space protection during periods
of high demand. We have entered into service contracts
with several steamer lines providing the best value for

money for our customers.



Stevin express consists of a team of highly experienced Project
Forwarders who are involved on a daily basis with the transport
of oversized and heavy breakbulk cargo. We do this worldwide

via sea freight, air freight, land, river or by train, or a combination
of these modalities which often includes engineering, extensive

planning, and specialized transport equipment.

We provide our services to renowned global customers from,
among others, the oil and gas, dredging, petrochemical, and

mining industries.

PROJECTS & ODC



 By embracing industry best practices, including barcoding and integrated

returns systems, we ensure seamless operations. Our comprehensive services

encompass cargo consolidation, distribution to remote areas, and vigilant cargo

monitoring. Notably, we cater to odd-dimensional cargo with specialized

carriers. With meticulous carrier analysis, we strike the perfect balance between

cost and performance, exemplifying our commitment to impeccable

transportation management.

Navigating India's intricate geography, efficient distribution and transportation

management are paramount for timely product delivery. At Stevin Express, we

excel in overseeing and orchestrating distribution even to the most challenging

locations. Leveraging an extensive transportation network, we empower clients

with enhanced control over delivery timelines.

TRANSPORTATION & DISTRIBUTION



Stevin Express - Freight offers unparalleled Custom Clearing services, we have been
growing day by day as a trustworthy and popular Custom Clearing Agent offering

world class Custom Clearing Services from India. It is our endeavor to enhance our
customer's delight by offering them the right solution at the right time.

• Efficient goods handling
• Meticulous shipment examination

• Custom contract registration
• Smooth port clearance

• Effective port management
• Contract reconciliation post-import

• Bonded warehouse arrangement
• Expert guidance for customs-friendly documentation,

packing, and stuffing operations

• Precise Documentation

CUSTOMS BROKERAGE

OUR CUSTOMIZED SERVICES INCLUDES:



Specialized services for major moves and non-containerised loads

Our experienced team can help you manage the challenges of planning and coordinating efficient break
bulk transport by sea. With staff in all major ports, we can take care of your shipment from pick-up to

end destination.

BREAK BULK 

Distinguished for our proficiency, we stand as leaders in break bulk shipment
services. Proficiently navigating the intricacies of transporting oversized or intricate

cargo, we orchestrate seamless logistics. Our seasoned expertise combines with
meticulous planning to ensure secure, timely delivery, regardless of complexity.

Each project benefits from tailored solutions that accommodate diverse demands,
showcasing our commitment to precision and client satisfaction. As industry

pioneers, we epitomize reliability, offering comprehensive break bulk solutions that
transcend conventional shipping limitations, meeting every challenge with strategic

excellence and unmatched professionalism.



In a complex and difficult geographic terrain like India, distribution and
transportation management plays a crucial role in timely delivery of your

products. At Stevin Express we oversee and manage the entire
distribution process to the most complex locations. We offer improved
service quality giving our clients tighter control over delivery schedules

by using an extensive network of transportation services.

WAREHOUSING 
Stevin Express offers dedicated, shared and bonded warehousing solutions that are an

integral part of our clients supply chain. These accommodate clients customized
requirements in terms of not only the location but also its functional layout for maximum

productivity and scalability.



OUR NETWORKS

UPCOMING NETWROKS-



THANK YOU

www.stevinexpress.com

Head Office : 705-707, 7th Floor, Vishwasadan Tower  District Centre, Janak Puri,New Delhi 110058

+91 11 40543657
info@stevinexpress.com

Corporate Office : Mumbai - Office No. 304, 3rd Floor, Gauri Commercial Premises Co-op. soc Ltd.,
                                  Plot No.19,Sector-11,CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai-400614.


